
ROOT CAUSES OF RELATIONSHIP ANXIETY

        Root Causes of 
  Relationship Anxiety

Myths about Love

         
Current and Past Pain

When were you hurt? Where did you 
form the belief that you’re not enough?
* Bullied
* Peer trauma (sibling rivalry/abuse, 

social ostracism/isolation, cliques)
* Parents, Religion, School
* First love: betrayal, broken heart
* Lack of safe closeness growing up 

can create fear of closeness

Tools: Dialoguing, grieving

  Fear of Loss

Untrained Mind

* Victim to thoughts 
and feelings

* Just because you 
think it/feel it doesn’t 
mean it’s true/have to 
act on it

Tool: Develop Witness/
Wise Self, mindfulness
Read: Mindsight by 
Daniel Siegel

* Loss of self 
(enmeshment)
* Loss of other 
(abandonment/rejection/
death)
* Loss of control
* Vulnerability of loving

Tools: Tonglen, 
Dialoguing
Read: Pema Chodron
Watch: Brené Brown

* Real love versus 
infatuation

* Projection
* Anima/animus
* What is “normal”/okay? 
* Healthy sexuality
Tool: Accurate information 
and Media Diet!
Read: Recipes for a Perfect 
Marriage by Kate Kerrigan &
We by Robert Johnson

Fear of Making a Mistake

Personality Type

* Lack of self-trust
* Believing that self-worth is 

attached to outcomes 
* Water in well of Self is low =
* Absorbing Other People’s 

Lives
* Parents had a healthy 

marriage = scared to fail

Tools: Learn how to connect to 
your internally-derived compass 
of wisdom and guidance. 
Consider my 30-day Trust 
Yourself program at a later date. 

* Highly Sensitive Person (HSP)
* Anxious-Sensitive-Creative/Spiritual: 

when sensitivity isn’t honored and 
channeled it turns to anxiety

* Difficulty with change/transitions/death
* Prone to anxiety/worry (worried as a 

child; family history of anxiety/
depression/worry)

* Perfectionist
Tools: Channel sensitivity into creativity
Read: The Highly Sensitive Person

      PROJECTION

Anxiety and intrusive thoughts are 
messengers from the Self that point 
to the need for inner attention. The 
single-most important shift is to 
recognize that your partner is a 
screen onto which your unhealed 
pain and needs are projected. When 
you reel back the projection you take 
100% responsibility for your anxiety.

Tool: Grab the mirror instead of the 
magnifying glass.

Grass is Always Greener

* An offshoot of projection: the 
persistent habit of wanting 
something different than I 
have and the underlying belief 
that if my partner were more 
_______ (attractive, 
intelligent, witty, social, 
religious, etc), I would be 
happier.

* An root cause of grass is 
always greener syndrome is 
the attempt to escape being 
me, which often means 
escaping pain

Tools: Gratitude practice, self-
love
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